No Arguments Needed --- Try This Yourself
By Anna Von Reitz

There are some things that are simply too important not to share, things that
impact life on this planet, and our own daily lives, too.
You were given a great gift, and then, evil men snatched it. They couldn't use it
themselves, but they didn't want you to have it, either. Part of the mission here in
this day and age is to let you know the truth about who you are, what you are
owed, and also, about the Gift.
You've already learned about the misuse and abuse of "persons" to misrepresent
both who and what you are. You now know that when you see your name in all
capital letters, a Municipal PERSON is being addressed, and you are getting their
mail. It's literally misaddressed mail.
The same people, the Liars who perpetuated this scheme, have promoted other
such schemes in other venues, too.
Throughout the Bible you hear the constant condemnation of the Liars. Among
those set aside specifically for the Pit are the Liars. Time and again, we are told
that perdition is set aside for "all Liars". We are told specifically that God the
Father hates gossiping and liars. Both.
What's this focus on liars about? They are following the Father of All Lies.
Every lie you speak is giving Satan a voice.
Every lie you knowingly tell is giving him an inroad to your soul.
This is why liars are condemned --- they have given their allegiance to The Father
of All Lies, and every day they seal their doom by continuing to lie, lie, lie--whether they are newscasters casting spells on the half-sleeping audience, or
preachers thundering nonsense from pulpits unknowingly consecrated to Baal.
It should really come as no surprise that the same characters have conspired to
cheat you out of the greatest Gift ever given. They can never inherit it
themselves, because of the choices they make on a daily basis, but they are so
mean-spirited, that they contrive to keep you from receiving what has been set

aside for you ---- and they use the same means that they use to impersonate you
and misrepresent you as a foreign citizen in your own country. They lie.
The actual name of our Beloved Teacher and Savior in English is: Joshua. Not
Jesus. So how can you pray in his name, if you don't know his name?
Nice trick, no? Cripple his followers by teaching them to pray in the wrong name.
Imagine the grim amusement of all the followers of Baal, listening to millions of
"Christians" aimlessly praying to "an unknown god".
Of course, our Father knows your heart, but how lame is this, that we are deluded
into using a Roman nickname? A "nickname" refers to Old Nick --- Satan --- and it
is a False Name by definition.
So if you are still calling out in "the name of Jesus" --- guess what?
Now I can anticipate the floodgates of consternation and the piles of learned
papers written by experts that will be dumped on my desk, but Grandma is
Grandma--- and to me, the proof is always in the pudding. Something is or is not.
A carrot is not an apple.
So let's cut to the chase. Try it out for yourself.
Say your prayers in Joshua's name for a week and see what happens.
If you are a purist and want to try to say his name in Hebrew, it sounds like
"Yahushuah" with the "hush" hushed a bit.
But use his name, not the Roman Nickname. See what happens when you turn
your heart to him and speak his name and pray in his name.
I can already tell you what happens. Miracles happen.
But no need to argue about it. Test drive this for yourself. See for yourself.
The same thing applies to the use of the words "Christ" and "Christian".
The word "Christ" means "anointed one", but it doesn't say which anointed one,
does it? This same word applies to the High Priest and High Priestess of Baal. Just
like the word "Amen" means "truth" in Hebrew, but is also the name of the
Egyptian sun god, Amen-Ra.
Are you willing to drink from a polluted stream?
Why, then, would you call yourselves by an ambiguous name like "Christian"?
Why would you address your prayers to an Egyptian idol, and expect a response
from your Father in Heaven?
It's not just the history and structure of your temporal government that you've
been misled about--- and again, there's no point in arguing with me. Just take the
information in and begin praying in this new way. See for yourselves.

Pray in the name of Joshua and don't "seal" your prayer with anything but your
love. Just send it "in the name of Joshua, your Son."
Now that you are set free of self-defeating words, your prayers will be heard and
answered. The old black magic of deceit and substitution won't work anymore.
The intent of your heart will flow freely to Heaven, unobstructed--- and just as
freely flow back to you.
If anything be troubling you, any evil of this world, any illness, any loss, any
addiction, any cross --- pray as I have taught you and you will be answered.
Kindness will enter your life. Compassion will find you. Wisdom will come. Healing
will attend you.
The answers you receive may surprise you, because our Father doesn't think as
we think and is not limited as we are, but the answers will be present as he is
present; and you will be comforted.
And as you are comforted and as your miracles abound, and as you come to know
that the veil of deceit has finally been removed, teach others as freely as I have
taught you. Don't hoard this up as a secret just for you or for your friends or the
members of your church.
Tell everyone who will hear you. Teach them. Let them discover the power and
freedom that comes to them when they connect to the True God and when they
pray --- not "in Jesus' name" --- but in the name of Joshua.
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